
Etjca Spa – Agenzia per il lavoro, the jobs agency, was 
born in 1999 at the end of a long road of knowledge-

seeking investigation on legislation and on experimenta-
tion regarding temporary jobs, after having carefully stu-
died the European experience and analyzed strategies 
for their concrete application in Italy. Today the company 
offers a complete range of services for companies, thanks 
to the many experiences that it has acquired in these ye-
ars. In addition to the traditional services of the sector – 
those of a general character – it guarantees speci� c and 
customized solutions that are made-to-measure for each 
company. Over the years Etjca has been specializing in 
several speci� c company sectors like the tertiary, manu-
facturing, and services. It has also carried out quali� ed 
projects for department stores, plants, the metal-working 
sector, restaurants, hotel services, and services for com-
panies in general. This series of sector-related interven-
tions have been � ne-tuned by creating, time after time, 
speci� c structures with the essential collaboration of ex-
pert professionals in the regulations of the diverse � elds, 
professionals able to quickly resolve with competence 
the particular problems of each sector. Through quali� ed 

Flexibility at your service
Among the early jobs agencies in Italy with speci� c and customized solutions

recruiting and selective evaluation of resources to be in-
serted in the company organization, Etjca operates with 
the chosen intention to give its clients an added value ser-
vice. -L.O.-
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The brain overcomes obstacles
Illusionistic problem solving is the answer to any corporate problem

“He who creates an “impossible” situation as the grand � nale 
in a game of magic, has inside himself the resources to sol-

ve professional problems. Illusionistic problem solving is a powerful 
weapon inside the head of a manager”, the words of Marco Maraz-
za, ceo of Magic Team Building, a training experience activity that is 
designed to motivate people to overcome “daily obstacles” thanks to 
the instruments supplied by the Illusionistic Thought. The routes in 
which the professionals carry out the magic reveal their secrets, al-
lowing them to transmit them to the participants in a fun and unfor-
gettable way. These are formidable weapons to tackle any situation. 
“The techniques of communication used by an illusionist professio-
nal are applicable to various professional environments: top manage-
ment, the handling of personnel, sales techniques, market strategies. 
So here it is, therefore, the reason to use the art of ‘magic’ for the bu-
ilding of the company team - tells Marazza: learning how to carry out 
a game of magic means acquiring a mental format that is oriented 
to the overcoming of dif� culties. An aid to opening one’s mind and 
acquiring useable professional competences and more; Magic Team 
Building, to sum it up, just as if it were a true mental gymnasium: the 
companies which have tried Illusionist Problem Solving out with sati-
sfaction are already many. 
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